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Binocular cross-correlation computation produces depth perception in a relative frame of reference 
(????????????????????????) 
????????
Binocular disparity, a cue for depth perception, is encoded based on interocular cross-correlation of 
visual images and solution of the stereo correspondence problem. The correlation computation produces 
reversed depth perception in a binocularly anti-correlated random dot stereogram (aRDS) when an adjacent 
depth reference of a correlated RDS (cRDS) is presented. Removal of the depth reference abolishes reversed 
depth perception, suggesting that the correlation computation forms depth in a frame relative to the reference 
plane (a relative frame of reference) but not in a frame centered at a fixation point (an absolute frame of 
reference). Neural representation of correlation-based disparity signal, however, encodes disparity of a visual 
feature from the fixation point (absolute disparity) rather than relative disparity between two objects. 
Neurophysiological evidence thus predicts that correlation computation forms depth in an absolute frame of 
reference. 
To resolve these discrepancies, I psychophysically tested the frame of reference in which reversed depth 
perception in aRDSs takes place. When viewing an aRDS disk with zero absolute disparity surrounded by a 
cRDS annulus with non-zero (crossed or uncrossed) disparity, subjects perceived reversed depth. Since the 
absolute disparity of the center disk was zero, this result cannot be explained by reversal of depth in an absolute 
frame of reference. When RDSs without disparity (uncorrelated RDSs) were surrounded by cRDSs with 
non-zero disparity, subjects did not perceive reversed depth. Hence, relative disparity between aRDSs and 
cRDSs is essential for the reversed depth perception. The reversed depth perception occurred when aRDSs with 
zero absolute disparity was presented briefly (94 ms). When disparities of both the center aRDS and the 
surround cRDS were manipulated, subjects’ depth perception was reversed from the depth of the surround but 
not from the fixation depth. The reversed depth perception also arose for cRDSs surrounded by aRDSs. 
Combination of correlation-based absolute disparity detectors produced sensitivity to relative disparity that 
supported reversed depth perception in a relative frame of reference. 
The results indicate that reversed depth perception in aRDSs occurs in a relative, rather than an absolute, 
frame of reference. I conclude that correlation-based representation produces perception of stereoscopic depth 
in a relative frame of reference. I suggest that correlation computation generates representation of relative depth 
in the brain.
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